INDEMNITY BOND

I, Shri/Ms ................................., son of Shri ................................., age ..... years, have been given opportunity to undergo ......................... training by order No. PL-13R/197/.......................... dated................. as part of my ........................................... course under DVC.

1. I will be responsible for any loss to corporation due to my negligence, default of any positive act of omission and commission.

2. DVC will not be responsible for any risk, accident etc. Caused to me during the period of my training.

3. That the corporation shall have the absolute power to recover the amount from me, being the cost of any loss of properties caused to the corporation due to my negligence, default of any positive act of omission and commission on my part.

The Indemnity bond I give on having full understanding of the subject.

Witness: Signed in presence of

Address: